
This isn't a list of all the business growth books there are, but instead a list of the books 
I've read that I've found interesting and useful about business growth and things that 
support it. Enjoy your reading!

Business Growth 
General

The Beermat Entrepreneur 
(new edition)
MIKE SOUTHERN and CHRIS WEST

Probably one of the simplest (but 
not simplistic) books to read about 
starting and growing a business.

24 Assets
DANIEL PRIESTLEY

Built to Sell
JOHN WARRILLOW

Upscale
JAMES SILVER

A book published by Tech Nation of 
conversations with founders who 
have scaled their tech (and other) 
start-ups.

Business Growth
General (autobiographical)

Shoe Dog 
PHIL KNIGHT

The founder of Nike’s story is a 
brilliant read. Certainly lots of 
lessons about business growth!

Focus
The One Thing
GARY KELLAR with JAY PAPASAN

Essentialism 
GREG McKEOWN

Both quite self-explanatory, but do 
help remind you that being more 
focused, or doing one thing at a 
time, generates more results.

Work Less Make More
JAMES SCHRAMKO

Your Team
Most of the business books I’ve 
listed talk about team, but this 
is a great read focused on it:

Powerful
PATTY MCCORD

She ran the people side of Netflix 
while they grew rapidly.

Marketing
This is Marketing
SETH GODIN

Any book he’s written is good, but 
this spells it all out nicely.

Marketing Rebellion
MARK SHAEFER

The most human company wins - 
brilliant ‘people led’ take on 
marketing which is perfect if you 
prefer relationships to ‘funnels’ (I’m 
a HUGE fan of this).

Oversubscribed
DANIEL PRIESTLEY 

The Pioneering Practice
AMANDA C. WATTS

Marketing for Accountants - 
distilled wisdom that works just for 
you.

Watertight Marketing
BRYONY THOMAS

For all the details if you want to get 
your head around everything that 
marketing is.

You
Now this entirely depends on 
how ‘woo woo’ or ‘personal 
development’ you want to get 
(or not).

I could write a whole other list 
just for this, but keeping it fairly 
‘business focused’...

KPI
DANIEL PRIESTLEY

Working out where you fit into your 
business and marketing.

The War of Art
Do the Work
Turning Pro
All by STEPHEN PRESSFIELD

These talk you through your 
Resistance… (don’t worry if you 
don’t think being an accountant is 
the same as being an artist).

The Big Leap
GAY HENDRICKS

Heading into Personal 
Development Territory now…

Ikigai - The Japanese secret to 
a Long & Happy Life 
HECTOR GARCIA and FRANCESC 
MIRALLES 

Finances
Think you’ve probably got this 
covered, but...

Profit First
MIKE MICHALOWICZ

A lot of business owners love the 
approach of this book which I’ve 
read and helps to ‘separate out’ 
business finances.

Plans & Systems
The E-Myth Revisited 
MICHAEL E. GERBER 

A well-read classic for ‘systemising’ 
a business, and building a team.

Simple, Logical, Repeatable
MARIANNE PAGE

And her previous book ‘Process to 
Profit’.


